
Vinhos Imperfeitos D & V 2018
  Of citric color, in a balanced year like 2018, the white wine D&V-code, shows an

exuberant floral aroma, with evident mineral notes. The wood and the mineral aromas

of the Dão are in perfect harmony with a citric and floral profile of the Vinho Verde. Of

great precision and good acidity, it transmits a genuine freshness and balance, in a

long and complex length. The elegance and complexity characteristic of Dão's blend,

married to the vibrant vivacity and personality of Vinho Verde, makes a balance wine!

Having both regions great potential for aging this wine promises a great longevity.

Producer Carlos Raposo

Region Dão

Volume 75.0cl

Grape Variety Avesso, Alvarinho, Esgana cão, Rabo de ovelha, Encruzado,

Malvasia fina, Douradinha, Barcelo, Branda & more

Drinking window -

Alc. 12.0%
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Vinificatie In the old days vine growers planted their vineyards with

different vine varieties in order to obtain a balanced wine,

only with their vineyard. Consisting of more than 7 white

grape varieties, the grapes responsible for this part of the lot

are from centuries-old vineyards, with the characteristics of

Terras de Senhorim sub-region. The great challenge in these

cases is to harvest in its perfect ripeness, taking into account

that each grape varieties has its own ripening "time". The

harvest was on 15th of September, after a careful selection,

the grapes were pressed with stems, very slowly and the

must gently sended to a stainless steel vat. By accurately

controlling the temperature, this must fermented with its

indigenous yeasts, thus preserving its natural aromas. Its

prolonged stage took place in french oak barrels expressly

chosen for this.

Rijping In stainless steel, barrel of "Puligny Montrachet" from

Burgundy and old concret tank from 1962
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